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6 Posizioni indicati 

 by Loozrboy   

Mikuni 

"Sumptuous Sushi"

You won't find any cheap stir-fries in this traditional Japanese

establishment, just wonderful sushi and sashimi. And if you don't believe

it, there are certificates on the wall to prove it. The opening hours are also

authentically Japanese: the chef shuts up shop at 10p, so this definitely

isn't a spot for night owls. One of the best Asian places in town.

 +49 69 28 3627  Fahrgasse 91-95, Francoforte

 by Mike Tex   

Iwase 

"Japanese Delights"

Iwase, named after its eponymous owner, serves tantalizing Japanese

cuisine. With just four tables, this simply decorated establishment is

certainly on the small side, but it's not the size that counts, and the choice

of over 31 different dishes is more than enough. The sushi is tasty and is

served with soup, just like the typical Japanese style. Visitors can

accompany their meal with a cup of green tea or a glass of sake (Japanese

beer). The service is friendly and efficient, the prices moderate.

 +49 69 28 3992  Vilbeler Strasse 31, Francoforte

 by Nick A. 

KABUKI 

"Pure Entertainment"

The show that the chefs put on at KABUKI, rival anything you would see at

a circus! Salt and pepper shakers fly through the air, cleavers chop

vegetables faster than the eye can see and the teppanyaki grill hisses and

spits like a wild animal, right at your table! The excellent meat, fish and

poultry dishes are all prepared as part of the show. Their wine list is

extensive and exquisitely exotic. The prices are high, but then again,

you're getting a whole deal more than food! A must try!

 +49 69 23 4353  www.kabuki-restaurant.com/  Kaiserstraße 42, Francoforte

 by gillyberlin   

Zenzakan 

"Unforgettable Experience!"

Zenzakan is an uber cool Pan Asian restaurant that will just wow you in

every way. From the exotic decor to the amazingly delish dishes and

superb wines, everything is just impeccable and truly an unforgettable

experience. Whether it is a business client to impress or a romantic night

at the Geisha Room, you will just love Zenzakan. Their chic lounge is a

great place to socialize and you can choose from the wide variety of

liquor, wine and cocktails from the list. Though expensive, the promise of

a memorable experience makes it worth the splurge.

 +49 69 9708 6908  www.mook-  Taunusanlage 15, Francoforte
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 by [puamelia]   

My Sushi 

"So Much Sushi!"

From the seemingly never-ending conveyor belt at My Sushi, you can take

your pick from among many kinds. All the ingredients are absolutely fresh,

imparting a wonderful flavor to the sushi. There are many bento boxes as

well, which starts at a very moderate rate and keeps going up. After the

meal, you can treat yourself to confections like fried bananas and coconut

balls. Students can avail of some special offers.

 +49 69 2424 7201  www.my-sushi.com/  Mainzer Landstraße 73, Francoforte

 by Geoff Peters 604   

Shisan 

"Sushi Boats & More"

Sushi, anyone? Feast on authentic flavors of Japanese cuisine at Shisan.

This place serves up fresh Japanese delights that satisfy any sushi

craving! On boats or on plates, these tasty rolls will come your way. Try

from their range of sushi, sashimi, nigirizushi, maki-sushi and uramaki

sushi preparations. Call or see the website for more information.

 +49 69 4898 6867  www.shisan.de/  shisankaitensushi@yahoo.

de

 Bornheimer Landstraße 21,

Francoforte
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